
I. Korea’s Social Evolution in its History

Korea is a country blessed with a long, distin-

guished history, culture and traditions dating back

some, 5,000 years1. Koreans take pride in the highly

developed civilizations of Silla and Paekche which

followed that of Koguryo.

General Wang Kon founded a new dynasty in

918. He named it Koryo, symbolizing it as the suc-

cessor to Koguryo. Korea became known in the

West by the name of the new kingdom. The Koryo

period in Korean history lasted to 1392. During the

Koryo period Buddhism came to gain stronger

influence and became the dominant force in Koryo

culture2. It became a state religion and many beauti-

ful Buddhist temples were built. The number of

converts to Buddhism increased greatly, and by the

13th century various sects took deep root in Korea. 

By the end of the 1300’s, the control of the Koryo

government was greatly weakened and Yi Song-

Gye, general of Koryo, had been ready to take over.

As he carried out a military coup against the King in

1388, he seized absolute power and placed a new

puppet king. By 1392, General Yi had eliminated his

enemies, most Koryo nobilities and sent Koryo’s

last king to exile. 

General Yi established a new dynasty and named

it Yi dynasty, which lasted until 1910. Yi Song-Gye

became known by his posthumous title of Tae-jo of

the new dynasty. Korea was renamed Choson, or

the Land of Morning Calm.

In Yi Choson dynasty period, Confucian

political principles guided the conduct of the gov-

ernment and the officials. Therefore, the social

order and the pattern of behavior of the people

were established on Confucian precepts3. The tradi-

tional Korean government is principally based on

Confucian socio-political doctrines. It became the
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state’s official philosophy During the Yi Dynasty

1392-1910 . In the Confucian Tradition, government

is a reflection of authority conferred by the mandate

from heaven.  Therefore, a good government must

assure a proper elite-public-in-general relationship

based on an authoritarian hierarchical social order,

not on a contractual arrangement or “rule of law”4. 

Japan occupied Korea5 in 1905 and annexed it as

a Japanese possession in 19106. Japan then ruled

the land as the harsh colonial master of the penin-

sula until the end of W.W. II in 1945. With Japan’s

surrender to allies on August 15, 1945, Korea was

liberated from the thirty-six years of rule under

Japanese imperialism.  However, Korea was, and

still is divided into two states─ Communist North

Korea and the southern Republic of Korea.  The

Cairo Agreement of the United States, Great Britain

and China made public on December 1, 1943, stated

that “in due course Korea shall become free and

independent.”7

The leaders of the same three allied nations met

again in the Berlin suburb of Potsdam in July 1945,

they reaffirmed the principles agreed upon earlier

at Cairo.  A month later, the Soviet Union also sub-

scribed to the Potsdam Declaration8. On August 8,

1945, the Soviet Union declared war on Japan.

Faced with the possibility that the entire Korean

peninsula could be occupied by Soviet troops, the

United States proposed on August 13, to the Soviet

Union to divide Korea into two military operational

zones along the 38th parallel9.  As the war ended, the

Russian occupied the north of Korea; United States

Forces occupied the south.  Two states, Communist

North and American-supported South Korea result-

ed10. The rapid erosion of the wartime alliance

between the United States and the Soviet Union

made it difficult for the two powers to agree on the

future of a divided Korea. The problem of unifica-

tion was eventually referred to the United Nations.

After efforts to have elections for the whole country,

the United Nations recognized a government set up

in the south as the only lawful government of the

Republic of Korea11. During the three years of

American military occupation 1945-1948 , the

Korean economy barely rose above a subsistence

level12. 

According to Korean history, the first general

election was carried out on May 10, 1948. One hun-

dred seats allocated to the northern provinces were

left unfilled, but the voters chose one hundred and

ninety-eight representatives of the Korean people.

The South Korean Constitution was first promulgat-

ed on July 17, 1948. In accordance with its provi-

sions the first presidential election was held on July

20, 1948, and Syngman Rhee emerged as the win-

ner13. Then on August 15, 1948, the establishment

of the government of the Republic of Korea was

announced to the Korean people.

The contemporary Korean government14 may be

divided into six periods: a the Rhee Government

under a presidential system the First Republic:

1948-1960 led by Syngman Rhee; b the Demo

cratic Party Government under a parliamentary

system the Second Republic: 1960-1961 led by

Chang Myon: c the Park Government under a

presidential system the Third Republic: 1963-1971
and the Fourth Republic: 1972-1979 led by Park

Chung-Hee and following his death, by Choi Kyu-

Hah: d the Chun Government under a presidential

system the Fifth Republic: 1980-1987 led by Chun

Doo-Hwan: and e the Roh Tae-Woo Government

1988-1992 ; the Kim Young-Sam Government
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1993 -1997 ; the Kim Dae-Jung Government

1998-present under a presidential system the

Sixth Republic . The Constitution has been

amended nine times15.

II. The Political Process of Successive Governments

1. The First Republic

When Rhee was elected the Korean Republic’s

first president in 1948, it was presumed that he

could lead the republic to realize an American-style

“democracy”16 However, his personality traits and

behavior were more like those of the autocratic

monarchs of the Yi dynasty. The assembly and the

press were restricted under the National Security

Law17. On June 25, 1950, North Korea, with Soviet

and Chinese backing, invaded the South18. The

invasion was contested and ultimately repulsed by

the forces of the United States, South Korea, and fif-

teen other nations under the flag of the United

Nations. During the Korean War, Dr. Rhee’s auto-

cratic rule was strengthened while his Liberal Party

became corrupt and abusive19. In July 1950, after

promulgating martial laws, President Rhee and the

Liberal Party forced his opponents in the National

Assembly to pass a constitutional Amendment,

instituting a direct election of the president. Dr.

Rhee was re-elected in 1952 and then forced the

Assembly to extend his term as president20.

2. The Second Republic

The Second Republic was established soon after

“the student uprising of April 19th” 1960. A national

election was held to constitute a new National

Assembly on July 29, 1960. The main opposition

against the Rhee autocracy, the Democratic Party,

occupied 175 seats out of the 233 in the Lower

House and they also occupied thirty-one out of the

fifty-eight seats in the House of Councilors21. The

newly established National Assembly elected Yun

Bo-Sun as president and Chang Myon as Prime

Minister. The Democratic Party instituted a parlia-

mentary-cabinet type political system similar to the

British system. The power of the President was to

be symbolic, while the executive power was vested

in the cabinet, collectively responsible to the Lower

House. Chang Myon served as the first Korean

ambassador to the United States and as Prime

Minister under President Rhee. He was a well-edu-

cated man, however he lacked fortitude and politi-

cal skills. At the same time, the ruling Democratic

Party itself was badly split and it had no suitable

solutions to economic and social problems22.

3. The Third Republic

As a result of the military revolution of May 16,

1961, the Supreme Council for National Recons

truction headed by General Park Chung-Hee took

over the combined legislative, executive, and judi-

cial functions of the government. Although Park

began his rule by coup, he sought to legitimize it by

resigning from the army, forming the Democratic

Republican Party, and winning a presidential elec-

tion. After amending the Constitution, the general

elections of 1963 made Park the President. Besides

compromising the legitimacy of his rule, Park con-

centrated ever greater powers under his direct con-

trol in the Blue House president’s residence . As

opposition grew, he increasingly relied upon a com-
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bination of patronage, successful economic policies,

and the coercive powers of the Korean Central

Intelligence Agency. Park, in time, followed Rhee’s

pattern of first using irregular methods to amend

the constitution to give himself another term23.

4. The Fourth Republic

On October 17, 1972, martial law was again

declared throughout the country. The National

Assembly was dissolved. Political parties were

banned. All colleges and universities were closed.

An amended constitutional draft was endorsed by

an emergency cabinet meeting, making it possible

for Park to prolong his presidency indefinitely. By

way of an indirect presidential election, Park creat-

ed the National Conference for Unification. The

conference was to consist of 2,359 “non-partisan

deputies” from small districts that could be readily

controlled by the ruling groups. Moreover, the

president was empowered to nominate one third of

the National Assembly members for election by the

National Conference for Unification, and also to dis-

solve the Assembly whenever he deemed it neces-

sary. The new constitution was approved by a

national referendum conducted on November 21,

1972, while the country was promulgated as the so-

called “yusin” revitalizing reform constitution24.

The yusin constitution was aimed at ensuring politi-

cal stability, and at completing the historic task of

national revival through socio-economic progress

under strong presidential leadership. Although

President Park’s autocratic rule was detrimental to

the promotion of political democracy; he had trans-

formed an economically backward country into a

prosperous nation25. The assassination of President

Park on October 26, 1979, brought about the disin-

tegration of the yusin system. President Choi Kyu-

hah, who had been Prime Minister under President

Park, headed the transition period. President Choi

resigned on August 16, 1980, and Chun Doo-Hwan

was elected president by the National Conference

for Unification on August 27.

5. The Fifth Republic

The Fifth Republic under President Chun Doo-

Hwan was established under the new Constitution

promulgated on October 27, 1980. The chief signifi-

cance of this Constitution was its stipulation of a

single seven-year term26. Chun took his one-term

pledge seriously. However, having seized power

through military means and cemented his power in

the Kwangju uprising27 and having been elected

president by a rubber-stamp college of electors,

Chun lacked legitimacy and stature in the eyes of

the people28. Chun’s strong authoritarian character

became his greatest weakness. During General

Park Chung-Hee’s lengthy reign and that of succes-

sor General Chun Doo-Hwan, South Korea experi-

enced dramatic economic gains, but its political

arrangements seemed frozen in time. This discrep-

ancy gave rise to growing public discontent. “The

June Resistance”, as the political crisis of mid-1987
is sometimes known, was the turning point for

South Korea in its shift from authoritarianism

toward democratic practice, from strong-arm poli-

tics to civil society and the rule of law29.
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6. The Sixth Republic

1 The Roh Tae-Woo Government

On June 2, 1987, Chun summoned the Central

Executive Committee of the ruling Democratic

Justice Party and announced that he has chosen his

friend, Roh Tae-Woo, as the party’s presidential can-

didate. Thus on June 29,1987, Roh presented his

“Democratization Declaration” to the people.

Consequently on October 12 the National Assembly

passed the 9th constitutional amendment providing

for direct presidential elections, and the new consti-

tution was approved in a national referendum on

October 27. In the direct presidential election held

on December 16, 1987, Roh won with a plurality

vote because the opposition groups managed to

split and run both Kim Young-Sam and Kim Dae-

Jung against the ruling party candidate30. Roh’s

inauguration on February 25, 1988, marked the first

peaceful transfer of presidential power in South

Korea since 194831. The 1987 Constitutional amend-

ment was a milestone in the history of South

Korean democracy. The Constitution of the Sixth

Republic provided for a three-branch governing sys-

tem whereby law-making functions are in the pre-

serve of the National Assembly, administrative func-

tions are in the preserve of the executive branch,

headed by the President, and judicial functions

belong to the courts. Structurally, these three

branches are highly independent of each other. The

Constitution designed to eliminate all vestiges of

authoritarianism was especially significant because

it was the first revised constitution to grow out of an

arrangement between the ruling and opposition par-

ties, which participated in its creation. The most

striking change is the adoption of the direct elec-

tion of the President for a single five-year term32

and the curtailment of his powers through the aboli-

tion of presidential emergency power and the presi-

dential authority to dissolve the National

Assembly33. President Roh began his term of office

promising that authoritarian rule would end and

that “the June 29th Declaration” would continue to

be faithfully implemented. In the 13th term National

Assembly elections that were held in April 1988, the

ruling Democratic Justice Party managed to win

only 125 out of the 299 seats, while of the remain-

der, 71 went to the Democratic Party for Peace, and

60 to the Reunification Democratic Party, 35 to the

New Democratic Republican Party, and 8 to the

independents. For the first time in the history of the

Republic, a government party failed to obtain a

majority of seats in the legislature. Because of the

minority status in the National Assembly, the gov-

ernment had a hard time in pushing its agenda. The

Roh’s ruling Democratic Justice Party merged with

the opposition parties ; Kim Young-Sam’s Reuni-

fication Democratic Party and Kim Jong-Pil’s New

Democratic Republican Party in January 1990. The

grand conservative coalition comprising two-thirds

of the total membership called itself the Democratic

Liberal Party34. Meanwhile, in an effort to strength-

en the opposition, Kim Dai-Jung’s Democratic Party

for Peace absorbed the New Democratic Union and

renamed itself the New Democratic Party in April of

1991. During the Roh years the South Korean politi-

cal institutions evolved in a significant way. In

March 1991 local elections were held for the first

time to elect representatives to the city, county, and

district assemblies35. Prior to this, local govern-

ments had been simply local branches of the central
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government, with the latter appointing and dis-

patching the chiefs.

2 The Kim Young-Sam Government

The election for the 14th presidential term was

held on December 18, 1992. The three major candi-

dates were the ruling Democratic Liberal Party’s

Kim Young-Sam, the opposition Democratic Party’s

Kim Dai-Jung, and the newly organized Unification

People’s Party candidate Chung Ju-yung, founder of

the Hyundai Group36. Kim Young-Sam was elected,

winning 42 percent of the vote, outpacing Kim Dai-

Jung, his former opposition party colleague and fel-

low participant in the fight against authoritarian

regimes. In his inaugural remarks of February 25,

1993, the civilian and democratic administration of

President Kim Young-Sam vowed publicly to create

a “New Korea” while the ruling party decided to call

itself the New Korea Party. The president also

announced, in August 1993, the implementation of

the real - name financial transaction system

designed to eliminate corruption and irregularities

in the economy.  President Kim expected the

reform campaign against corruption to continue

throughout his five-year term, His anti-corruption

efforts extended not only to the administration and

party, but also to military, banks, universities and

even traffic police37. In October 1995 scandal

engulfed Roh Tai-Woo when it was discovered that

he had accepted hundreds of millions of dollars in

political funds, much of it for his own personal use.

Following Roh’s arrest, the net closed on Chun

Doo-Whan himself, arrested on December 1st for

his own slush funds38. The public trials of the two

former presidents began on December 18, 1995.

During the trial Chun admitted that he had spent an

astounding six hundred and eighty million dollars

in slush funds collected from forty-three conglomer-

ates during his presidency from March 1981 to

February 1988. Roh also acknowledged that, during

his presidency, he had received donations amount-

ing roughly to five hundred and seventy five million

dollars from thirty-five of the nation’s leading indus-

trial conglomerates from February 1988 to

February 199339. Kim Jong-Pil, who had broken

away from the Democratic Liberal Party organized

the United Liberal Democrats in May 1995 .

Meanwhile, in September Kim Dai-Jung announced

the formation of a new party, the National Congress

for New Politics. In the 15 th- term National

Assembly elections of 1996, the hopes of the

National Congress for New Politics were shattered

when it ended up getting only 79 of the 299 seats.

The ruling New Korea Party won 139 seats, the

United Liberal Democrats took 50, the Democrats

got 15, and the remaining 16 seats went to inde-

pendents40. The local government elections held in

1995 were direct electoral exercises throughout

South Korea to choose 5,758 local officials. Voters

were to choose four groups of local officials: a

Wide-area government heads such as mayors of the

largest cities and provincial governors, b heads of

basic local units, c councilors for wide-area

governments and d councilors for basic local

units41. Under the Roh and Kim administration, revi-

sions in the labor laws allowed room for much more

collective action. There were several violent strikes,

for example, at the Hyundai shipyard on Ulsan.

Although South Korea had organized labor unions

since 1945, they have a tradition of being more

politically oriented. The communists used unions
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for political purposes from 1945 to 1948; Syngman

Rhee used them for political purposes from 1948 to

1960. Since that time, organized labor activity has

been severely circumscribed to prevent wage

increases that would hurt Korea’s export drive.

Until late 1987 Korean labor laws were highly

restrictive42. With the usable foreign exchange

reserves nearly exhausted in November 1997, the

Korean government requested emergency assis-

tance from the International Monetary Fund to

avoid a moratorium on its foreign debt43. Thus on

December 20, 1997, financial reform bills were leg-

islated to provide the legal basis for financial

reforms. According to the revised Bank of Korea

Act, the independence of the central bank has been

substantially reinforced. 

3 The Kim Dae-Jung Government

The presidential election was held on December

18, 1997. The Kim Dae-Jung of the National

Congress for New Politics had triumphed over the

Grand National Party’s Lee Hoi-Chang by only 1.5%

of the votes cast. Moreover, the slim margin of vic-

tory had been achieved only by forging an alliance

with Kim Jong-Pil of the United Liberal

Democrats44. With the inauguration of Kim Dae-

Jung to fill the 15th presidential term on February

25, 1998, the era of the Government of the people

dawned. However, his accession came in difficult

times─the severe recession caused by the Asian

financial crisis. It left Korea with debts estimated at

more than one hundred and fifty billion dollars45.

President Kim began to work to help the nation

overcome the economic crisis. He formed the

Tripartite Committee of representatives from labor,

management and the Government. In April 1998 the

Financial Supervisory Commission was established

under the Office of the Prime Minister to function

as a neutral independent supervisory policy-making

body. To initiate the process of public sector reform

the Government Reform Office in the Planning and

Budgeting Commission was launched. A plan for

reducing the number of civil servants by approxi-

mately 10% was announced. Five ministries were

eliminated out of the total number of 2246. The

Government has achieved less success in its

attempt to reform the corporate sector. In January

of 1998, President-elect Kim met with the heads of

the big “Chaebol”47 and hammered out a five-point

accord. That agreement called for improvements on

transparency, elimination of cross debt payment

guarantees, improvements in financial structure,

specialization in core businesses, and strengthened

accountability. Thus came the notion of  “big deals”,

or business swaps among the “chaebol” as a mecha-

nism to focus the groups on a limited number of

core competencies. The top five “chaebol” agreed

to consolidate business in seven industries and

halve the number of their subsidiaries to one hun-

dred and thirty48. In 2000 elections, during the 16th

term of National Assembly, President Kim Dae-

Jung’s Millennium Democratic Party and the main

opposition Grand National Party both failed to gain

a majority for the National Assembly. With 273
seats being contested on the crucial election, which

was dubbed a midterm referendum on Kim’s per-

formance, including economic reform and the

engagement policy toward the North. The Grand

National Party has succeeded in remaining the

largest party in terms of seats, with 133, failing only

four short of a majority. The governing Millennium
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Democratic Party, also made an impressive

advance, bringing its total to 115, while of the

remainder, 17 went to the United Liberal

Democrats, 2 to the Democratic People’s Party, 1 to

the splinter New Korea Party of Hope, and 5 to the

independents49. 

III. Underlying Philosophy in Changing Korean
Society 

South Korea passed through a phase of remark-

able industrial development, making it a major

exporter of many commodities until this expansion

was checked by the Asian economic crisis. One rea-

son South Korea has industrialized rapidly is that

they have invested heavily in education. A well-edu-

cated work force, both white and blue collar, is a

general property of late industrialization, distin-

guishing it from earlier industrial change50. By then

it had become the World’s twelfth largest economy.

Most families had television sets, refrigerators and

washing machines. South Korea became a major

ship builder and exporter of motor vehicles.

Education was actively encouraged, so that now

nearly the whole population is literate51.

In order to comprehend the underlying philoso-

phy of Korean society, four key aspects must be

examined: the political, the economic, the social

and cultural.

1. The Political Aspect

In the political aspect, there are two problems:

The first is the problem of legitimacy of political

power. The second is government’s rational deci-

sion-making ability. 

Legitimacy is a pre-requisite for the long-term

survival of a regime. Legitimacy is the widespread

acceptance of the regime’s authority, regardless of

one’s feelings on its specific performances. The

legitimacy of democratic governments comes from

the popular perception that governments are struc-

turally accountable to their citizens52. A major insti-

tutional requirement in the consolidation of a newly

established democracy is to clearly establish civil-

ian control of the military53. 

It has been argued that Asian culture, with its

Confucian roots, presents something of a barrier to

the spread and consolidation of liberal democracy.

Confucianism emphasizes the group over the indi-

vidual, authority over liberty and responsibilities

over rights. Therefore, there have been relatively

fewer democratic transformations among the Asian

nations. The Philippines, Taiwan, and South Korea

are the most notable examples54. In South Korea,

Kim Dae Jung had been known for decades as a

fighter for democracy. In 1971, after Kim was nar-

rowly defeated in the presidential election,

President Park Chung Hee nearly had him assassi-

nated, banned all political parties, and introduced

the autocratic Fourth Yushin Republic. Throu

ghout the 1970s, Kim battled tirelessly for human

rights. In 1980 , at the time of prodemocracy

protests in Kim’s home province of  south Cholla,

General Chun Doo Hwan, he soon came to grab

power for himself, arrested Kim and had him sen-

tenced to death for allegedly provoking the

Kwangju uprising. With his charismatic personality

and his impeccable democratic credentials, Kim

won supporters in his own right─and an interna-

tional reputation helped him to earn him the Nobel

Peace Prize in 200055.
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In South Korea, too, a substantial proportion of

the population had converted to Christianity in the

postwar years.  From a context of  “Confucian

authoritarianism and Buddhist passivity” that com-

prised 99% of the population at the end of World

War II, some 25% of the population had become

Christian by the mid-1980s56. These Christians

formed the nucleus of opposition to the authoritari-

an regime. Street demonstrations had become a

daily occurrence57.

And then Herbert A. Simon’s “bounded rationali-

ty 58”came to be wildly recognized as an accurate

portrayal of much choice behavior. Ideas of limited

rationality emphasize the extent to which individu-

als and groups simplify a decision problem because

of the difficulties of anticipating or considering all

alternatives and all information. Anticipating future

consequences of present decisions are often subject

to substantial error59. At this point I can only

emphasize my interpretation of Simon’s theory

“Except God no person can make a perfect deci-

sion.”

In this context, basic decisions─choices between

conflicting demands and allocation of national

resources─are strongly centralized in South

Korea60. The Bureaucracy itself is dependent upon

the Blue House; both ministers and local leaders

derive their authority from the president, on an

almost personal base, and thus they are not in a

position to evoke commitments to the legitimacy of

the system. Business leaders are much too depend-

ent upon the government61.

I strongly support Dr. Israel Scheffler’s “Ideal

Direction.” He has suggested that the democratic

ideal aims to structure society so that authority

rests on the free consent of its members. Such an

aim requires the institutionalization of reasoned

procedures for the critical and public review of poli-

cy. It demands that judgments of policy be viewed

not as the fixed privilege of any class or elite but as

the common task of all and it requires the supplanti-

ng of arbitrary and violent alteration of policy with

institutionally channeled change ordered by rea-

soned persuasion and informed consent62.

2.  The Economic Aspect

Social justice is among Western man’s most

prized ideals and most highly treasured values. It

has both a political and an economic dimension,

and it is this latter, essentially economic aspect that

shall concern us here. For we conceive of distribu-

tive justice as embracing the whole economic

dimension of social justice, the entire question of

the proper distribution of goods and services within

the society63. We can bring our discussion of dis-

tributive justice into sharper focus by considering in

some detail John Rawls’ recent contribution to the

subject. A Theory of Justice is a powerful, deep, wide-

ranging, systematic work in political and moral phi-

losophy which has not seen its like since the writ-

ings of John Stuart Mill, if then64. John Rawls sug-

gests that the fundamental principles of distributive

justice would be chosen in this way:65

First Principle ─ Each person is to have an equal

right to the most extensive total system of equal

basic liberties compatible with a similar system of

liberty for all.

Second Principle ─ Social and economic inequali-

ties are to be arranged so that they are both:

a to the greatest benefit of the least privileged,

and
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b attached to offices and positions open to all

under conditions of fair equality of opportuni-

ty66.

In the context of John Rawl’s theory, the Republic

of Korea was making sustained progress in reduc-

ing poverty in the 1990s: the urban poverty rate fell

an average 20 percent a year during 1990-1997, and

there were no increases in inequality. But then eco-

nomic crisis struck sharply increasing unemploy-

ment and poverty. The incidence of poverty in

urban areas doubled from 9 percent a year during

1997 to 19.2 percent in 1998. Unemployment rose

from 2.6 percent in the second quarter of 1997 to a

peak of 8.7 percent in early 199967. The most seri-

ous problem caused by the restructuring effort in

the financial, corporate, and public sectors of South

Korea is unemployment. According to Chungang

Daily news, dated February 13, 2001, one of the

biggest conglomerates, Dae Woo authority

announced to the labor union they will layoff 1,785
laborers. Prior to this phenomenon, in South Korea

the authoritarian regime suppressed participation

but encouraged some income redistribution along

with growth. Early land reforms, rapid development

of education, labor-intensive, export-oriented indus-

trialization, and substantial American advice, sup-

port, and pressure has marked the Korean experi-

ment68. However population aging, urban mobility

and modernization are causing a growing crisis of

elderly care.  Moreover, the low-wage-based indus-

trial miracle of South Korea is rapidly being

exhausted, implying the likely emergence of unem-

ployment and a host of new welfare problems69. As

the economic crisis began at the end of 1997, the

need to make the rigid South Korean labor market

more flexible emerged. Finally, in February 1998,

the newly formed three-party committee of labor,

management, and government reached a consensus

to make layoffs possible70. In order to cope with this

unemployment, the government is carrying out vari-

ous projects to help the unemployed find new jobs

and also to establish a social safety net system.

3.  The Social Aspect 

Social scientists have suggested using models,

corresponding to real world phenomena, to guide

investigation and analysis of administrative prac-

tices that actually prevail in existing policies. Fred

W. Riggs suggests the “prismatic - sala” model for

developing countries71. The “prismatic” model is of

the hypothetical type as the fused and the diffract-

ed, designed to represent a situation intermediate

between the fused and diffracted ends of a continu-

um, it combines relatively fused traits with relative-

ly diffracted ones. It refers to a social system that is

semi-differentiated, standing midway between an

undifferentiated fused society and a highly differen-

tiated diffracted society72. As Fred W. Riggs indicat-

ed, in developing countries there are some charac-

teristics of transitions as portrayed in the sala

model. The sala 73 is associated with unequal distri-

bution of services, institutionalized corruption, inef-

ficiency in rule application, nepotism in recruit-

ment, bureaucratic enclaves dominated by motives

of self-protection, and in general, a pronounced gap

between formal expectations and actual behavior74.

In the context of Fred W. Riggs’ model, there are

several examples of institutionalized corruption,

which have happened in South Korea recently. Two

former presidents had been imprisoned after being
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convicted of bribery. While they were in jail, a son

of the incumbent president was engaged in similar

illegal practices. Also in a two-month statistical

study dated from November 2000 to January 2001,

according to the Chungang daily news February 3,

2001, the Kim Dae Jung government publicly

announced the results of its inspection. There were

8,209 government officials found guilty of corrup-

tion and irregularities. Prior to this, when President

Kim Young-Sam came into office in 1993, he backed

up a pledge to cure what he termed “the Korean

disease” by declaring his own assets and announc-

ing that his presidential Blue House would no

longer collect political funds. The cabinet ministers

and ruling Democratic Liberal Party leaders  were

ordered to make public declaration of their assets.

As a result, several top lawmakers, including the

speaker of the National Assembly, were forced to

quit after revelations that they had amassed wealth

or committed other “irregularities.”75 Consequently

many Koreans, especially the college-educated,

show little respect for the rule of law76. The media is

weak and vulnerable in South Korea; hence there

has been significant corruption. The practice of

accepting “white envelopes” containing cash from

news sources is believed to have begun in the 1960s

when Park Chung-Hee consolidated his power77.

4. The Cultural Aspect

In the cultural aspect, there are two serious prob-

lems in South Korea: one is regionalism, and the

other is authoritarianism.

Korean regionalism arose from Confucian famil-

ism; the culture of Confucian familism had

entrapped individuals in an internally contradictory

identity. A voter would expand his circle of identity

from family or school ties toward broader regional-

ist sentiments when forced to make a choice among

candidates in an election78. Blind regional loyalties,

which have determined voting patterns in South

Korea’s past elections, ran havoc again in the recent

general election. As a result, the two-party system,

represented by the ruling Millennium Democratic

Party and the main opposition Grand National

Party, has been consolidated amid the humiliating

retreat of the United Liberal Democrats, which

failed to garner enough seats to form a floor negoti-

ating group. The Grand National Party swept

almost all the Assembly seats in its traditional

stronghold of the Kyongsang areas, while the

Millennium Democratic Party retained its suprema-

cy in the Cholla region79.

Moreover, there are local prejudices based on

region and social status. Perhaps most pronounced

is the less-than-friendly rivalry between the

provinces of Cholla-do and Kyongsang-do. A rivalry

can be traced back to Three Kingdoms period80.

Because four presidents were born in Kyongsang-

do, people of that region are suspected of being in

higher favor and benefiting more than others.

However, residents of Cholla-do have felt left out of

South Korea’s economic growth and political devel-

opment81.

In Korean history, those who ranked above oth-

ers, on whatever level, have tended to be extremely

authoritarian. Those who had power flaunted it and

used it to benefit themselves, their families, and

friends. In other words, I think that authoritarian-

ism has had a great influence in today’s Korean

society. Historically speaking it mainly began dur-

ing the Choson dynasty, which lasted almost five
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hundred years. According to Confucian tradition,

the younger must implicitly be subject to and obedi-

ent to the elder and also to any authority figure.

This is true in families as well as society. This syn-

drome is still a major factor in the make-up of

Koreans and is responsible for a great deal of the

tension and competition that exists in Korea’s politi-

cal and business worlds82. Finally authoritarian rule

is, by its very nature, unaccountable. Those who

wield power are free to amass and allocate

resources as they wish83.

IV. The Unification Policy of the Kim Dae-Jung
Government and its Accomplishment

It would be impossible to conclude this study

without making some reference to the historic June

2000 journey of President Kim Dae-Jung to

Pyongyang. His ‘three stage’ approach to Korean

reunification posits self-reliance solving reunifi

cation issues in a spirit of self-determination, with-

out outside interference , peace negotiation rather

than conflict and sabre-rattling and democracy

with consensus and national consultation being

the guiding forces of negotiation as its main

principles. Seeking the path of least resistance from

the North, Kim has couched his overtures in concil-

iatory terms, unlike his hostile predecessors whose

military-dominated regimes did not regard the

North as a partner for peace. The first principle of

self-reliance had long been a key issue for the

North; as for ‘democracy,’ Kim couched this princi-

ple not in absolute terms, but rather as it relates to

the mutual spirit of the negotiations. He has envis-

aged an initial confederation between the Koreas,

followed by a north-south federation of regional

autonomous bodies, and finally, a centralized gov-

ernment or a series of autonomous governments

similar to the federal system of the United States,

or the four-territory devolutionary approach in the

United Kingdom 84.

On June 13, 2000, President Kim Dae-Jung and

North Korean leader Kim Jong-il held a one-on-one

meeting. Although the summit did not settle any of

the important security problems on the peninsula,

its very existence was important85. The joint agree-

ment signed by South Korean President Kim Dae-

jung and North Korean leader Kim Jung Il in

Pyonyang on June 14, 2000 marked the beginning

of a new era on the Korean Peninsula. The Korean

Peninsula has been divided since the end of the

Second World War. Then on June 25,1950, the

Korean War blazed into bitter conflict. Just over

three years later, the guns fell silent without win-

ners. That the governments of both Koreas have

signed an agreement to aspire toward reunification

is extremely significant and will force neighboring

countries to reformulate their regional security

arrangements86.  Taking up all the problems of

mutual concern, they reached a comprehensive

agreement on five main agendas. Following is

‘Initiatives of the joint declaration’.

1 The South and North, as masters of national

unification, will join hands in efforts to resolve

the issue of national unification independently. 

2 Acknowledging that the different formulas that

the North and South favor for reunification

have common factors, they will strive to work

together to achieve this goal. 

3 The South and North will exchange groups of

dispersed family members and their relatives
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around Aug.15 and resolve as soon as possible

humanitarian issues, including the repatriation

of communist prisoners who have completed

their terms in jail. 

4 The South and North will pursue a balanced

development of their national economies and

build mutual trust by accelerating exchange in

the social, cultural, sports, health and environ-

mental sectors. 

5 In order to put these agreements into practice,

the South and North will hold a dialogue

between government authorities at an early

date. President Kim Dae-jung cordially invited

National Defense Commission chairman Kim

Jong Il to visit Seoul and he agreed to do that

at an appropriate time87. 

In the five-part accord, the two Koreas have

agreed to work for reunification and acknowledged

‘Common factors’ in their approaches to reunifica-

tion and consensus to operate channels of dialogue

between the government authorities. On the inter-

national front, in the meantime, the Pyongyang

summit has caught the world by surprise and

drawn keen interest from the international commu-

nity. Specifically, the United States, Japan and

China have shown particular interest in the evolu-

tion of the historic event and have sent words of

encouragement. 

The Pyongyang summit did not just “happen”88. It

developed as a result of careful planning in South

Korea and of a convergence of several factors in

North Korea. President Kim Dae-jung’s priority,

which was to lay the foundation for a new set of

relationships with his neighbors: China, Russia,

Japan, and to create a new dynamic with North

Korea to remove the Cold War structure, was very

clear even before his inauguration. 

However, it seems the world powers are watch-

ing the process and results of the talks with both

expectation and apprehension in view of their

potential effects on their nations. As a whole, it is

natural that the interested countries, to varying

degrees, are not inclined to wish for any rapid, radi-

cal development of the Korean situation that could

affect the balance of power in Northeast Asia as well

as the current regional order89.

The current diplomatic effort of South Korea is

President Kim Dae-Jung’s policy of “Constructive

Engagement” with North Korea more commonly

referred to as the “Sunshine Policy”. 90 Its declared

principles are that South Korea “will not tolerate

armed provocations of any kind and , ” “does not

intend to absorb North Korea”. This comprehensive

strategy embraces both cooperation and deter

rence91. Both Korean states are committed to the

ideal of reunification, which is a universal aspiration

of the people in both north and south. Reunification

is probable in the long run. However, fixing the

terms of reunification poses seemingly insurmount-

able problems92.
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